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Abstract: Liquid crystal (LC) circular polarization gratings (PGs), also known as Pancharatnam–
Berry (PB) phase deflectors, are diffractive waveplates with linearly changed optical anisotropy
axes. Due to the high diffraction efficiency, polarization selectivity character, and simple fabrication
process, photoalignment LC PGs have been widely studied and developed especially in polarization
management and beam split. In this review paper, we analyze the physical principles, show the
exposure methods and fabrication process, and present relevant promising applications in photonics
and imaging optics.

Keywords: liquid crystals; polarization gratings; photonics; displays

1. Introduction

Unlike the conventional diffraction gratings that periodically operate the amplitude or
dynamical phase of light, polarization gratings (PGs) periodically modulate the polarization
states or PB phases of light by spatially changing the anisotropy parameters across the plane
of the elements in a periodic way [1]. Various anisotropic materials have been proposed and
demonstrated to fabricate PG, such as liquid crystals (LCs) [2], plasmonics [3], dielectric
metasurfaces [4,5], or space-variant polarizers [6], etc. Among them, LC PGs, as diffractive
optical elements with an anisotropic periodic index profile using liquid crystal materials,
play a prominent part due to their easy fabrication process, unique optical properties, and
potential applications [7]. Many types of LC PGs have been reported [8,9]. As one of
the most popular types of LC PGs, LC circular PGs have an anisotropic profile consisting
of a spiraling, constant magnitude, and linear birefringence but are constant along the
thickness [10,11]. In this review paper, we only discuss and review the most studied LC
PGs: LC circular PGs, because LC circular PGs have received great attention owing to its
100% first-order diffraction efficiency and the polarization-selectivity characteristic [11].

In order to fabricate PGs with high quality and good performance, the LC anisotropic
axes should be precisely aligned through exposing the photoalignment materials under
a desired polarized field. Hence, polarization holographic recording has been regarded
as a crucial step for LC PG fabrication. To date, various approaches have been applied
for polarization hologram generation. Generally, they can be divided into three groups:
interference [12,13], imprint [14–17], and digital approaches [18–20]. Based on the pho-
toalignment technology, the most widely used PGs are fabricated into reactive mesogen
polymer films [11] or electrically responsive LC cell [21]. In recent years, various PG-
based applications have emerged due to the obvious advantages of PG, such as beam
steering [22], integrated photonics devices [23], image processing [24], near eye display
systems [13,25], etc.

In this paper, some recent advances in LC PG and their applications in optical systems
have been reviewed. In Section 2, we analyze the basic operation principle of LC PG. In
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Section 3, the photoalignment technology and some polarization holography setup for
alignment is introduced. The exposure methods for multi-domain PG are also reviewed in
this part. The basic fabrication process of LC PG-based devices is described. In Section 4,
we review some PG-based integrated photonic devices for structured light generation and
manipulation, beam steering and edge detection systems for information processing, and
some applications in imaging optics and displays.

2. Operation Principles

A large period LC PG in Raman–Nath regime is based on the PB phase of patterned
LC wave plate [13]. The theoretical properties of PB phase optical elements can be explored
by using the Jones Calculus. Based on the Jones Calculus method, when a wave plate with
phase retardation δ and local direction of slow axis ϕ is illuminated by a left/right circular
polarization light formulated as Ein = [1± j]T , the Jones vector of the output beam can be
expressed as:

Eout = cos(δ/2)
[

1
±j

]
− jsin(δ/2)exp(±j2ϕ)

[
1
∓j

]
. (1)

Here, the phase retardation δ = 2π∆nd/λ, where ∆n is the birefringence of LC, d is
the thickness of LC layer, and λ is the wavelength of incident light. As for a half wave plate
(HWP) with δ = π, the corresponding output beam is Eout = −jexp(±j2ϕ)

[
1 ∓j

]T ,
manifesting that the handedness of circular polarization is reversed, and at the same
time, an additional PB phase shift with exp(±j2ϕ) is generated [26,27]. Its response to
left-handed circular polarization (LCP) light and right-handed circular polarization (RCP)
light is symmetric [7]. Here, Jones Calculus is the adequate way to describe the completely
polarized light or the coherent superposition of polarized light because it operates the
amplitudes or phases of light. The most appropriate analysis method is to use Mueller
Calculus in terms of unpolarized or partially polarized light, because Stokes vectors and
Mueller matrices operate on intensities [28].

The molecular orientation of LC PG is depicted in Figure 1. The slow axis rotates along
x-axis with an angle ϕ = πx/P and the period P is the length where the slow axis rotates
by π. To investigate the diffraction behavior of such a grating in the paraxial domain, the
far-field electric field of the m diffraction order after the Fourier transformation can be
calculated as:

Dm =
1
P

∫ P

0
T(x)Einexp(−j2πmx/P)dx, (2)

where P is the period of PG and the local Jones matrix can be given by:

T(x) = R
(
−πx

P

)[ exp(−jδ/2) 0
0 exp(jδ/2)

]
R
(πx

P

)
, (3)

where R is the rotation matrix. We can simplify Equation (2) as: Dm = ΓmEin, where the
grating transfer matrix is: Γm = 1

P
∫ P

0 T(x)exp(−j2πmx/P)dx. The transfer matrix of a PG
has the non-zero solutions for 0 and ±1 orders, which are expressed as:

Γ0 = cos(δ/2) I, (4)

Γ±1 =
1
2

sin(δ/2)
[
−j ∓1
∓1 j

]
, (5)

The diffraction efficiency of each order can be formulated as: ηm = |Dm|2/|Ein|2,
which is η0 = cos2(δ/2), η±1 = 1

2 (1∓ S′3)sin2(δ/2), respectively, where S′3 = S3/S0 is
the normalized Stokes parameter related to the ellipticity of input light. Here, the optical
properties of the PG are summarized, as seen in Figure 1a. Firstly, only 0 and±1 orders exist
and the total efficiency is 100%. The +1 and −1 orders are left- and right-handed circular
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polarization, respectively. The diffraction angle of ±1 orders is θ = ±arcsin(λ/P) at
normal incidence, where λ is the wavelength of incident light. Secondly, 0 order preserves
the polarization state and the efficiency is determined by the phase retardation. In order to
depict the LC PG structure in detail, the front view and top view of PG structure can be
seen in Figure 1b,c.
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In addition, one important issue in LC PG is that 100% first-order diffraction effi-
ciency can only be achieved at a single wavelength at normal incidence under half wave
retardation condition. To solve this issue, the twisted structures in polymer films are
designed for realizing high efficiency in a broader spectral and angular bandwidth, ex-
tending LC PGs into more practical applications [29,30]. Here, the diffraction properties
analyzed above were done using the paraxial approximation of waves propagation at
small diffraction angles relative to the propagation axis [31]. If the period of PGs gets
smaller (P < 2 µm) corresponding to a larger diffraction angle, the grating performs in
the Bragg regime. A highly twisted structures [32,33] or slanted structures [34] is usually
introduced in transmissive Bragg PG to keep high efficiency at normal incidence while its
response to LCP and RCP is asymmetric [35]. Recently, reflective-type Bragg PG is also
proposed using cholesteric LC [36–39]. These PGs with different structures are analyzed
and reviewed by Zhang et al. [40] and the coupled-wave approach of Kogelnik [41,42] or
rigorous coupled-wave analysis method [35,43–45] can be used to analyze the LC PG in
Bragg regime [46].

3. Device Fabrication
3.1. LC Alignment

LC alignment technology is essential for planar patterned LC optical elements. Nowa-
days, several techniques are proposed for LC alignment such as micro-nano rubbing [47,48],
direct-laser writing [49,50], and photoalignment [51–54]. Rubbing technique is considered
to be a mature technique for most of LC displays, but micro-nano rubbing for LC PGs are
low-resolution and the generation of electrostatic charges will bring damages to alignment
layer. Direct-laser writing can also produce LC PG surface alignment, but the multi-step
alignment procedure is time-consuming and complicated. LC photoalignment has been
studied since 1988 [55] providing an easy way to control the direction of LC molecules.
The photoalignment method is divided into two techniques: surface photoalignment and
bulk alignment. The surface photoalignment are most widely used to create LC PGs with
periods larger than 2 µm. Bulk photoalignment of an LC polymer exhibits the obvious
advantages especially in generating the symmetric and slanted PGs with periods smaller
than 1um with large diffraction angle [34].
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3.1.1. Surface Photoalignment

Photoalignment materials are sensitive to the polarization of exposed light and the
effect of LC photoalignment is a direct consequence of the photo-induced optical anisotropy
and dichroic absorption in the thin amorphous films, which is induced after exposure to
ultraviolet (UV) or blue polarized light. Currently, the sulfuric azo dye SD1 [56] is widely
used as photoalignment materials of LC PGs because of their extraordinary strong anchor-
ing force and high photo- and thermal- stability. The mechanism of SD1 is photochemical
reversible cis-trans isomerization under the action of UV-visible light [51]. The chemical
structure of SD1 is shown in Figure 2a.
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Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of SD1 and (b) the illustration of photoalignment exposure.

In the experiment, SD1 is dissolved in the solvent dimethylformamide (DMF) in
0.5–1% by weight. The solution was spin coated on the substrate at speed of 800 rpm for
10 s and then 1500 rpm for 30 s. Next, the substrate is baked for 5 min at 100 ◦C to form a
thin photoalignment layer. As shown in Figure 2b, the prepared homogeneous alignment
layer on the substrate is exposed to the polarized light, the azobenzene molecules will align
perpendicularly to the long axis of the polarization ellipse [51].

Based on the surface photoalignment technology, the most widely used PGs are
fabricated into reactive mesogen polymer films [11] or electrically responsive LC cell [21],
whose structures can be seen in Figure 3. To fabricate a polymeric (passive type) PG
thin film, first a photoalignment layer is spin coated on the clean substrate and then
exposed under a polarized field. Next, the prepared reactive mesogen mixture is coated
on the surface and the UV light is applied for polymerization to form a stable thin film.
The thickness of the film layer can be precisely controlled by the coating speed and the
concentration of solution. To fabricate an electrically switchable (active type) LC PG, two
prepared ITO substrates coated with photoalignment layer are assembled together to form
an empty cell. By doing so, the cell gap can be determined by the dielectric spacers and the
phase retardation can be tuned by the applied voltage and the electro-optical properties can
be seen in [57]. Next, we photo align the cell with PG pattern and after that, we fill LC to
the cell at a temperature above the clear point of the LC and then the LC cools to the room
temperature. In addition, the transmissive case can be extended to the reflective mode by
replacing the bottom glass substrate with a reflective substrate, as mentioned in [58,59].
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3.1.2. Bulk Photoalignment

In contrast to surface photoalignment technology, bulk photoalignment can be also
used as an alternative method to fabricate LC PG. This approach uses a photo-crosslinkable
LC polymer material for the creation of LC PG. Photo-crosslinkable LC polymethacrylate
consists of mesogenic biphenyl side groups and photoreactive cinnamic ester groups [60].
This polymer material is dissolved in solvent 1,1,1-trichloroethane and then spin coated on
a substrate to form a homogeneous thin film. After that, the polymer film is exposed under
a space-variant polarized light field at room temperature resulted in the photocycloaddition
of cinnamate moieties. Next, film anneal is processed at the glass transition temperature
above to enhance the birefringence and eventually cause the bulk alignment [61]. A
transmissive-type LC PG based on bulk alignment can be seen in Figure 4. It uses all-in-one
material that ensures an independence of the molecular orientation from any patterned
surface of the alignment layer to simplify the fabrication procedure. This method creates
symmetric and slanted LC PG with higher spatial resolution and higher efficiency [34].
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3.2. Polarization Holography
3.2.1. Interference Methods

Polarization interference method can be used to generate the polarization holograms
for LC alignment with high-resolution. As seen in Figure 5a, spatial-varying linear polar-
ization are formed by the interference pattern of two plane waves E1 and E2 with equal
intensity and orthogonal circular polarization. When E1 and E2 are left-handed circular
polarization (LCP) and right-handed circular polarization (RCP), the electric vectors can be
written as:

E1 =
[

ej π
2 cosα 1 ej π

2 sinα
]T

ejωt−jk1·r, (6)

and
E2 =

[
e−j π

2 cosα 1 −e−j π
2 sinα

]T
ejωt−jk2·r, (7)

where k1 = 2π
λ [ −sinα 0 cosα ]

T and k2 = 2π
λ [ sinα 0 cosα ]

T are the wave vectors
of E1 and E2, and θ is half of the angle between these two waves. The electric filed of the
resulting interference pattern at x-y plane can be written as:

E = E1 + E2 = [ −cosαsinβ cosβ −jsinαcosβ ]
T 2ejωt. (8)

The z component can be neglected because θ is usually very small. The eventu-
ally electric field in Jones vector can be formulated as E = 2

[
−sinβ cosβ

]T , where
β = 2πx

λ sinα. The interference pattern can be seen in Figure 5b. The electric field intensity
is constant and the linear polarization state rotates periodically along the x-axis in counter
clockwise direction.
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The periodical polarization holograms mentioned above can be recorded by polarization-
sensitive materials and furtherly transferred to LC to form a one-dimensional PG. Several
types of dual-beam interferometer based on the optical path differences can be utilized to
generate the high-resolution polarization hologram. Figure 6a is the conventional polariza-
tion interferometer [32,62,63], which is established for exposing the PG with relatively short
periods. Polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is utilized to split light into reflected s-polarized
and transmitted p-polarized components. For splitting these two components with equal
intensity, an HWP is inserted prior to the PBS to change the linear polarization direction.
Subsequently, these two beams are deflected by mirrors and normally incident on the quar-
ter wave plates (QWPs). Here, the slow axis of QWP in two arms is oriented at ±45◦ with
respect to the input polarization direction, converting s-polarization and p-polarization
into LCP and RCP, respectively. Finally, these two orthogonal circular polarization beams
with a certain crossing angle are superimposed together to get the desired polarization
hologram on the substrate. To expose the PG with relatively large period, the optical setup
shown in Figure 6a is not feasible because of its long optical path in space. Figure 6b–d
are the Mach–Zehnder [30], Michelson [64], and Sagnac interferometers [65], which can
be established to expose the photoalignment layer on the substrates with large periods,
correspondingly. These two coherent beams can illuminate the photoalignment layer on
the substrates with a small crossing angle by slightly rotating the mirror or PBS to generate
the spatial-varying linear polarization periodically. In the Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
the PBS closed to the input laser is to split the laser into two arms while the other PBS
near the substrates is to combine the two arms together. After combing the two arms
together, only one QWP oriented at 45◦ with respect to s-polarization or p-polarization
is arranged to generate two orthogonal circular polarizations. Unlike the Mach–Zehnder
interferometer, Michelson counterpart fold the two arms together so that only one PBS is
utilized to split the input laser and recombine the two arms together. After splitting by PBS,
the polarization of s-polarized beam in one arm is converted into p-polarization as it travels
twice of a QWP oriented at 45◦ with respect to s-polarization. Meanwhile, the polarization
of p-polarized beam in the other arm is flipped into s-polarization. After combining by
PBS, these two beams with orthogonal linear polarizations are transferred into orthogo-
nal circular polarizations by QWP. However, in these dual-path configurations discussed
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above, a stable external environment must be guaranteed to obtain the desired pattern
with high accuracy. To decrease the impact of environmental perturbation and vibration,
a modified Sagnac interferometer with common path can be designed for exposure, as
shown in Figure 6d. The two beams with orthogonal linear polarization are superimposed
together and then QWPs manipulate them into orthogonal circular polarizations. Such
setup has reduced sensitivity to vibration, which improves the stability due to the common
path nature.
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Figure 6. (a) Conventional two-arms polarization interferometry for exposing PG with short period. (b) Mach–Zehnder,
(c) Michelson and (d) Sagnac interferometry for exposing PG with long periods. (M, Mirror; S-P, S-polarization; P-P,
P-polarization; S, Substrates; LP, Linear polarization).

Furtherly, two-dimensional (2D) PGs has been demonstrated. In References [66–68],
the authors assemble the patterned substrates of the LC cell with orthogonal grating vectors
for the top and bottom substrates, respectively. Reo Amano use a self-organized micro-
pixelated LC structure to design the 2D PGs [69]. To directly generate the 2D polarization
patterns, the multi-beam interference exposure systems are introduced [70–74]. The po-
larization patterns and the corresponding diffraction results raised interest for their rich
diversity. The corresponding light intensity distribution and polarization hologram can be
analyzed by the same interference theory as dual-beam interference. Here, several require-
ments should be met to get the feasible 2D PG pattern. Firstly, the intensity of interference
field has no non-zero value in any location, otherwise the photoalignment materials cannot
be completely aligned. Secondly, because the abrupt change of the polarization orientation
will cause the random alignment of the molecules in the discontinuous area, the polariza-
tion should have 2D chiral superstructure arrangement and vary continuously so that the
induced 2D PG can obtain the high first-order efficiency and the polarization-selectivity
diffraction property. In [71], the authors demonstrated a 2D PG pattern via four-beam
polarization interferometry of circularly polarized light. Soon after this, a 2D polarization
structure was designed through multi-beam interference by introducing a weak linear
beam into the three circular polarized beams configuration [72].

Multi-domain periodical LC structure can be applied in many display fields including
holographic polarizers [75], CMOS polarization image sensor [76], and LC displays [77,78].
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To photo-align the pixelated PG structure where each pixel governs a PG domain with inde-
pendent grating vector, many methods were proposed such as multi-time rubbing, multi-
step interference, building the nanostructure on the surface using the imprint method, or
digital method as presented in Section 3.2.3. Among them, multi-step interference method
is a relatively simple way to photo-align the multi-domain PG mother photomask with
large area owing to the re-orientation property of photoalignment layer. Figure 7 depicts
an example using the two-step interference to generate the two-domain PG alignment [79].
The whole area is exposed to the interference of two circularly polarized light with orthog-
onal handedness. After that, a second exposure step through the same interference method
but with two orthogonal circularly polarized light in reversed handedness is processed
under a mask with metallic strip to cover the whole substrate. The effective exposure zone
of the second step generates the PG structure with reversed grating vector but the blocked
area keeps the alignment direction of the primary exposure, as shown in Figure 7b.
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3.2.2. Imprint Methods

The holographic interference method can be commonly used to generate the polariza-
tion hologram to expose the PB optical elements. If the mother mask already exists, the
imprint method can be used to fabricate PG with the advantages of low cost, convenient
process, and small occupied area [80].

A mask PG with half wave thickness can be used as the photo mask and the basic
operation proposal was first demonstrated by Rolic research Ltd. [81] and it has been
even widely employed nowadays because of its characters of convenience and easy of
fabrication [14]. The exposure system is illustrated in Figure 8a. The calculation for a
x-directional linearly polarized light passing through a uniform HWP can be given by
Jones Matrix as follows:

E =

[
cosϕ −sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ

][
exp(−jπ/2) 0

0 exp(jπ/2)

][
cosϕ sinϕ
−sinϕ cosϕ

][
1
0

]
= −j

[
cos2ϕ
sin2ϕ

]
, (9)

where ϕ is the angle between the slow axis and x-axis. As seen in Figure 8a, if ϕ is the
spatial-varying angle to be formulated as ϕ = πx/P where P is the period of the mother
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PG photomask, the output polarization will be spatial-varying linear polarization and
the direction angle is 2ϕ. Based on this imprint method, the PG can be generated from
transferring the mother mask with a half-period P′ = P/2. Thus, such easy configuration
can be used to expose the short-period PG from a large-period one and even shorter one via
multi-stack way [82,83]. Similarly, phase-integrated type LC devices such as fork grating,
spatial-separation lens, and bifocal vortex generators can also be fabricated through this
type of exposure configuration [15,23,84].
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Besides the patterned HWP, the PG-patterned QWP can be employed as the mother
mask to transfer the structure [15,85]. If the illuminated source is circular polarization,
the calculation for a circularly polarized light passing through the uniform QWP can be
given as:

E =

[
cosϕ −sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ

][
1 0
0 exp(jπ/2)

][
cosϕ sinϕ
−sinϕ cosϕ

][
1
±j

]
= exp(±jϕ)

[
cos(ϕ± π/4)
sin(ϕ± π/4)

]
. (10)

Here, the output light is linear polarization with angle shift of π/4 and −π/4 from
the slow axis of the QWP, besides, a phase shift of exp(jπ/4) and exp(−jπ/4) also occurs
with regard to LCP and RCP. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 8b, the spatial-changing
linear polarization distribution with the same period can be generated to expose the photo
alignment layer via transferring from a mother PG with quarter wave thickness.

The twisted nematic mode is one of the most commonly used modes in the LC dis-
plays [86]. Due to the polarization-guide effect, the twisted nematic cells can be also used
as polarization converters. The obtained twisted nematic cell with a linear polarization
conversion can be used as a mask to implement the photoalignment [16]. The experimental
setup for LC PG photoalignment is shown in Figure 8c. The top alignment of the twisted
nematic cell is uniform, while the alignment on the bottom substrate is designed to be the
same alignment structure as PG. Therefore, when the input polarization is parallel to the
top alignment, the output polarization will be spatially changed following the bottom align-
ment structure, which can be used to align a PG. The photoalignment method using twisted
nematic cell has the advantages of simple configuration, convenient use, low cost and high
efficiency. Moreover, the twisted nematic LC is achromatic for twist angle Φ� 2π∆nd/λ
(Mauguin condition), which makes the approach broadband-available [16,87,88].
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These LC PG photoalignment methods are based on transferring the grating structure
on the mother mask to the new substrate. Nevertheless, the mother alignment structure
is essential and the spatial resolution of LC PGs depends on the mother mask. Here,
a non-interferometric method based on the phase retardation variation is used to form
the polarization rotation for photoalignment [17]. The optical system for generating the
continuous PG structure can be seen in Figure 8d. The input is linearly polarized light
with 45 degrees to x-axis and therefore the polarization state can be formulated into
Ein = [ cos45

◦
sin45◦ ]

T . The light propagates along the z-axis. The wedge cell filling
with LC function as the spatially varying retardation layer and the slow axis of the wedge
cell is along the x-axis. The local phase retardation of the wedge cell can be formulated
as δ = 2πxtanθ∆n/λ, where ∆n is the birefringence of the LC materials and λ is the
wavelength of the illuminated light.

Based on the Jones Matrix, the light after passing through the wedge cell can be
calculated as:

J1 =

[
e−jδ/2 0

0 ejδ/2

]
Ein =

√
2

2

[
e−jδ/2

ejδ/2

]
. (11)

The slow axis of the following QWP is at−45 degree with respect to x-axis. The output
light after passing through the QWP for photoalignment can be calculated as:

Eout =

[
cos− 45◦ sin− 45◦

−sin− 45◦ cos− 45◦

][
e−jπ/4 0

0 ejπ/4

][
cos− 45◦ −sin− 45◦

sin− 45◦ cos− 45◦

]
J1 = e−jπ/4

[
sin(δ/2 + π/4)
cos(δ/2 + π/4)

]
. (12)

From Equation (12), we find that the output light is linear polarization and the po-
larization direction angle is β = δ/2 + π/4 = πxtanθ∆n/λ + π/4 with respect to x-axis,
meaning that the output linear polarization can be controlled by the phase retardation
of the wedge cell and the output light is linearly changing, which is the same as the PG
alignment structure. The principle of generating such a polarization conversion can be also
understood in the following way. The x and y components of the input electric field have
the equal amplitude in the uniaxial retardation and get a δ phase difference. After passing
through the QWP, they become circular polarization with opposite handedness with a δ
phase difference and the superposed light is linear polarization whose direction can be
determined by δ. Based on the output polarization distribution, we can calculate out that
the period of the PG alignment structure is: P = λ/tanθ∆n. Based on the same working
principle, the cascaded configuration including a polarizer, a birefringent prism and a
QWP with designed orientation can be also set for PG photoalignment [62,63,89], which
can continuously modulate the polarization state of exposure beams. These methods can
be implemented in a single-step exposure setup and with a single-beam system. Compared
with the two-beam interference, these methods have the advantages of being more robust,
having a lower cost, occupying a smaller space, and offering a simpler design.

3.2.3. Digital Methods

Besides interference and imprint methods, digital methods offer a larger freedom of
design in the PG. As shown in Figure 9a, arbitrary polarization pattern such as PG structure
can be digitally generated using a spatial light modulator (SLM) [18,90]. The principle is
the same as the method using a wedge cell in Section 3.2.2. The phase retardation of light in
each pixel can be precisely controlled by the pixel level of SLM. The polarization hologram
is then generated after passing through the QWP. Secondly, because each pixel of digital
micro-mirror device (DMD) can be switched between on and off state independently, DMD
based lithography system can form the spatial-changing periodical polarization structure
or even arbitrary polarization distribution through multistep process [19,91,92]. As shown
in Figure 9b, the system consists of a light emission source, a dynamic pattern module,
an image focusing module, and a monitor module. The collimated light projected to the
on-state micro-mirrors is reflected to form a desired pattern. After passing through a
motorized rotatable polarizer, linearly polarized light in a designed direction is obtained.
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Subsequently, it illuminates the substrates after focusing by an objective lens. Here, a
charge-coupled device (CCD) is utilized to monitor the focusing process. The drawback of
digital method is that patterns are quasi-continuous and a trade-off between the effective
area and the spatial resolution exists. Figure 9c shows the direct-writing device for complex
LC patterns [20,93]. The exposure position can be precisely controlled by a two-dimensional
translation stage. A desired arbitrary polarization pattern from continuous scanning the
focused spot can be directly written to the substrate.
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4. Applications
4.1. Multi-Functional Photonic Devices
4.1.1. Orbital Angular Momentum Generator and Controller

Vortex beam carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) has attracted great attention
due to their ability to carry information, detect shape, and manipulate particles [94–98].
OAM of photons can be expressed as a helical phase front: exp(jlϕ), where l and ϕ are
the topological charge and azimuthal angle, respectively [99]. Taking advantage of the
strong optical spin to orbit interaction on the traditional LC q-plate, one can realize a
direct transformation of the optical angular momentum and thereby convert the OAM
state of light to a new mode with adding an additional topological charge of ∆l = ±2q
where the sign depends on the spin state [100–104]. In terms of the spin-split effect of
PG, it can spatially separate OAMs with different modes into either +1 or −1 diffrac-
tion orders and their propagation directions are determined by spin states [15,105]. As
seen in Figure 10a, a high-efficient OAM generator and controller based on fork polar-
ization grating can be considered as an integration of traditional one-dimensional PG
and q-plate, whose azimuthal angle of LC directors in the x-y plane can be formulated as
Φ(x, y) = qϕ(x, y) + πx/P + Φ0, where Φ0 is a constant. Figure 10b shows the schematic
diagram and diffraction property of a liquid crystal fork polarization grating with q = 1
under plane wave illumination. The +1 and −1 diffraction order is LCP with OAM charge
l = 2 and RCP with OAM charge l = −2, correspondingly. Similarly, PG can be also used
to generate and manipulate other structured light such as Airy beam [106], vortex-focusing
and defocusing light [107].
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4.1.2. Spin Hall Meta-Lens

In order to realize the multidimensional spin-dependent splitting in both transverse
and longitudinal direction in free space simultaneously by a single device, a photon-
ics spin Hall meta-lens is designed and proposed by integrating PB lens and PG into
a conventional dynamic phase lens, as seen in Figure 11 [23,108]. The local slow axis
of the meta-lens can be written as θ = πr2/2λ f1 + πx/P where the first item repre-
sents the profiles of lens with focal length ± f1 to focus one spin component and to de-
focus the other spin component, and the second item represents the linear profiles of
PG with period P, which generate the transverse spin-dependent splitting. After com-
bining with the dynamic phase lens with focal length f2, the total phases can be written
as φ = ±2

(
πr2/2λ f1 + πx/P

)
+ πr2/λ f2, where the sign corresponds to LCP and

RCP, respectively. It demonstrates that the meta-lens is a combination of an ultrathin
convex/concave lens, beam splitter, and dynamic phase lens. Therefore, the focal length
of the meta-lens can be calculated as: f± = f1 × f2/( f1 ± f2). Such integration approach
for meta-lens provides one more degree of freedom and implements the functions with
spin-dependent splitting, imaging, and spatially separated focusing. In comparison with
intensity type bifocal lens HOE [109], spin Hall meta-lens based on PB phase integration
can be considered as a special kind of holographic optical element (HOE). HOE is based
on polarization holography, which is formed by recording the polarization states of an
electric field based on photoinduced anisotropy [110]. The new PB phase optical element
is designed by adding PB lens and grating, exhibiting a hybrid function. In addition, PB
phase optical elements have the feature of polarization-selectivity and high efficiency. It
can be used in polarization-multiplexed multi-plane off-axis imaging and displays [111].
The presented method circumvents the limitations of bulky optical devices in traditional
integrated optics and it drastically increases the impact on multifunctional optical elements.
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4.2. Information Processing and Displays
4.2.1. Beam Steering System

Changing and tracking the optical direction is highly required in free-space optical
communications, laser weapons, remote sensing and fiber-optics [22]. Thanks to the grating
diffraction, LC PGs can non-mechanically steer the beam to a certain angle based on the
handedness of input light and the applied voltage [112–115]. As shown in Figure 12,
a single beam steering stage consists of a polarization switch (PS) (e.g., a 90◦ TN cell
in combination with a QWP [116]) and a switchable PG. The polarization of input light
changes from linear polarization to LCP or RCP after passing through a PS. Afterwards,
LCP or RCP light deflects an angle and then diffracts to +1 or−1 order by the LC PG. If the
LC PG is switched on by applying a voltage, the diffraction effect disappears and therefore
light transmits to 0 order. Here, it can be seen that this system enables beam steering in three
different directions by individually switching the LC PG and modulating PS. To obtain
multiple steering angles, the obvious method is to stack multiple stages consisting of PS and
PG. In this system, the total number of steering angles M are determined by the number of
stages N. If the LC PG in each stage has a different grating period, the total steering angles
can be expressed as: M = 3N . However, this non-mechanical beam steering system cannot
steer light continuously. To realize the continuous and high-throughput beam steering, one
typical approach is to use Risley gratings comprised of two independently rotating, inline
PGs [117]. In conclusion, thanks to the single-order diffraction, polarization selectivity
behavior and wide acceptance angle of PGs, optical systems based on PGs can accomplish
the wide-angle beam steering in a high efficiency, compact, and light-weight way.
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4.2.2. Edge Detection

Edge detection can significantly improve the system efficiency and accuracy in image
processing, computing and machine vision because it can obviously reduce the amount
of stored data but reserve the key image information at the same time. Many approaches
can realize the edge detection, mainly divided into digital [118] and analog [24,119–124]
processing methods. Among them, an optical analog method based on the PG shows the
advantages of ultra-fast processing speeds and low power consumption. The fundamental
optical setup is proposed and demonstrated in Figure 13a. A 4f optical imaging system
consisting of two lenses with identical focus length is installed. Here, the distance between
the two lenses is 2f and the PG is inserted in the middle of them. The object is placed at
one focal length in front of the first lens and the CCD is placed at one focal length after the
second lens. Thus, the first lens conducts the Fourier transformation of the object at its back
focal plane, which is also the location of the LC PG. Then, the second lens fulfills another
Fourier transformation so that the corresponding diffraction pattern can be collected and
observed in a CCD. In addition, a PG can implement the optical spatial differentiator
while the two orthogonally directional polarizers filter out the edge information. To better
understand the edge-detection concept of this work, consider a square-shaped object being
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introduced in our system, as shown in Figure 13b. It is illuminated by a linearly polarized
light along x direction and the Jones vector of electric field can be formulated as

[
1 0

]T .
The PG will split the RCP and LCP components to different directions and the output
electric field at image plane can be written as:

Eout(x, y) = Ein(x− ∆, y)
[

1
−j

]
+ Ein(x + ∆, y)

[
1
j

]
, (13)

where ∆ = λ f /P, λ denotes the light wavelength, and f is the focal length. From Equa-
tion (13), it can be found that the output light is composed of LCP and RCP with deviation
distances ±∆. The final electric field in the image plane after passing through the whole
system can be formulated as:

Eout_edge(x, y) = (Ein[(x + ∆), y]− Ein[(x− ∆), y])
[

0
j

]
. (14)
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If the shift ∆ is much smaller than the image size, the amplitude of edge can be
written as: ∣∣∣Eout_edge(x, y)

∣∣∣ ' 2∆
dEin(x, y)

dx
. (15)

Here, because the period of the utilized PG is large, the shift ∆ is much smaller than
the image size and

∣∣∣Eout_edge(x, y)
∣∣∣ is approximately proportional to the first-order spatial

differentiation of the input light. As seen in Figure 13b, LCP and RCP images are projected
at the image plane with a tiny shift. The overlapped region interferes LCP and RCP again
and becomes original linear polarization. Thus, the second polarizer can eliminate the light
in the overlapped region but the edge information in the non-overlapping part still exists.

In addition, the resolution of edge detection can be adjusted by applying different
grating period P [24]. More recently, changing the angles between the fringe directions of
two PGs can realize the adjustable resolution at any real-time without varying the system
construction, which provides a more feasible and effective method [122]. Furthermore, the
edge detection can be extended to two dimensions based on a flat PB lens with large focus
length [123] or a customized PB element comprising a symmetric phase gradient along the
radical direction [124].
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4.2.3. High Transmittance Holographic Polarizer

Polarizers play an important role in current display and photonic. Nowadays, the
widespread polarizers are absorption-type and reflection-type caused that the transmit-
tance ratio of unpolarized light is less than 50%. To improve the light efficiency, a high
transmittance polarizer is developed based on the polarization conversion [39,75,125,126].
Here, a holographic polarizer consisted of structured PG and patterned QWP is shown
with ideal 100% efficiency. As illustrated in Figure 14a, the basic optical function layer is a
structured LC PG film periodically patterned with four domains: A, B, C, and D while, the
grating vector in each domain points to the common center of the four domains. As we an-
alyzed earlier, when the non-polarized input light transmits through the PG with half wave
retardation, it will be spatially separated into LCP and RCP beams, which correspond to
the +1st and −1st diffraction orders, respectively. As shown in Figure 14b, the propagation
directions of light after passing through the PG film in each domain are determined by
their local grating vectors. Benefited from the complex arrangement of LC patterns, LCP
and RCP beams are spatially gathered and distinguished after a short distance away from
the PG layer. This distance is determined by both the size of the microscale domain and
the period of the LC structures. The broader distribution of LCP and RCP light at the plane
of this distance can be seen in Figure 14c.
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near-field light propagation within a concrete distance where red domain represents the beam distribution of LCP in each
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In order to develop the structured PG into a holographic polarizer, a patterned QWP
with two domains is assembled in this given distance. The function of patterned QWP is to
convert the circular polarization to linear polarization. Here, one domain covers all the
LCP beams while the other domain covers all the RCP beams. It should be noted that the
slow axis of domain 1 is perpendicular to that of domain 2, which is set for obtaining the
homogeneous linear polarization output. Based on the analysis above, the holographic
thin-film polarizer with high transmittance can be successfully designed via fitting the
structured PG film and patterned QWP. Because the transmittance of conventional absorp-
tion and reflection type polarizer is less than 50%, such demonstrated holographic polarizer
shows great potential to double the optical efficiency of polarizing optical systems like the
backlights of LC displays. Moreover, the output light intensity with regard to holographic
polarizer remains constant regardless of the direction angle of input polarization. That is to
say, besides the property of high transmittance, the holographic polarizer can also present
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the unique character of polarization and intensity maintenance. The discovered character
is of great significance for many photonics applications including photonic fibers and
photonics waveguides, which can be further employed in optical communication systems.

4.2.4. Enlarging the Eyebox for Near-Eye Display

Currently, mismatch of converging and accommodation distance, called vergence-
accommodation conflicts (VAC), remains in most of the current virtual reality (VR) and
augment reality (AR) near-eye displays (NEDs) [127]. This major problem increases fusion
time of binocular imagery and decreases fusion accuracy, which drawn the researchers to
alleviate this issue. Several proposals were proposed to alleviate this issue including multi-
focus display [128], light field display [129], holographic display [130], and Maxwellian
display [25,131]. The working mechanism of alleviating VAC in Maxwellian-view displays
is that the images can be directly projected to the retina by converging the light rays to
the eye pupil. Therefore, it can present the always in-focus images regardless of the focus
depth of human eye. Maxwellian-view NEDs have the obvious advantages including
simpler optical system and higher optical throughput. Nevertheless, the eyebox size is
relatively narrow, preventing its broader development. Here, in order to overcome the
small eyebox limitation, a Maxwellian NED architecture with an expanded eyebox based
on PG is demonstrated. As shown in Figure 15, a laser scanning projector is applied as
the image source and a collimation lens to collimate light. The resulting polarized light
rays after passing through the polarization controller (PC) are converged to the eye pupil
of human by the eyepiece lens. When we insert a PG between the polarization controller
and eyepiece lens, the efficiency of each order can be controlled by the input polarization
and the phase retardation of PG. Thus, the collimation light is split into three orders with
different diffraction angles and eventually be focused on different spot positions to enlarge
the eyebox. In addition, the distance of adjacent focus spot is d = xtanθ, where θ is the
diffraction angle and x is the distance between the PG and the focus plane of eyepiece
lens. In order to avoid the double image effect in the real scene, this space is usually
designed to be a little larger than the eye pupil width. Further, the full-color display can be
realized based on a double LC layer with twisted structures [25,29] and the eyebox size
can be extended in two-dimensions through a customized Dammann grating [131,132]. In
conclusion, our approach provides a simple way to enlarge the eyebox for Maxwellian-view
NEDs while adding the negligible weight and volume.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have reviewed some advances in the physical principles, fabrication
methods of LC PGs. The relevant novel applications for photonics and displays are also
introduced. Based on the photoalignment technology, the existing exposure methods
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including interference, patterned wave plate imprint, and digital approaches are crucial
for LC alignment with high stability and good performance. Based on LC PG, many
applications were demonstrated and developed. Firstly, the PG can be integrated to other
PB phase elements or dynamic phase elements to generate and manipulate the structured
light in micro-nano photonics area. It can be also applied to the meta-lens to accomplish
spin-dependent splitting, spatially separated multi-focusing, and imaging, simultaneously.
These findings provide extra degrees of freedom to manage polarization photonics and
show more possibilities for exploiting multi-functional devices. Moreover, it can be used
as a beam steering device or designed as a high-efficient holographic polarizer. It can also
implement the edge detection to reduce the information amount and enlarge the eyebox in
the near-eye displays.

In the future, more theoretical and experimental improvement in terms of LC PGs
should be concerned. On the one hand, theoretical analysis of LC PGs with large diffrac-
tion angle, customized spectral and angular response are highly desirable for satisfying
requirements of practical optical system. One the other hand, experimental demonstrations
of LC PG based on photoalignment technology should be focused. Various generation
methods of polarization hologram should be explored for exposing large area and high-
resolution LC PG in a high-stable and low-cost way. In addition, benefiting from the optical
properties of LC PG, a polarization-dependent off-axis imaging in a free space near-eye
displays can be implemented by introducing a compact combiner with PG and lens phase
profiles [111,133]. Additionally, eye-tracking [116], multifocal display [134], or extending
the field of view [135,136] in the waveguide displays can be performed using LC PG as a
prominent beam coupler. Hence, an increasing attention should be paid on applying LC
PGs into more optical systems to address some difficulties. The widespread applications of
LC PGs especially in imaging and wearable displays are foreseeable.
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